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UOP News
UOP SETS NEW COURSE
THROUGH PROGRAM REVIEW

The University of the Pacific took
a major step in reshaping its future j
academic direction as the Board of
Regents voted to discontinue some j
University programs and bolster
i others.
During a special spring meeting I
Monday, the Regents unanimously
approved President Donald V.
DeRosa's recommendation to phase
out 25 low-enrollment undergradu
ate majors and graduate degree pro-'
grams, and maintain and enhance
28 other undergraduate and gradu
ate programs. Fifteen of the programs to be phased out had been
voluntarily withdrawn by the acad
emic departments that sponsor
them earlier this year.
Forty-four UOP students-about 1
percent of the University's Stockton
campus enrollment-are enrolled in
the programs to be discontinued,
and all will be able to complete
I their degree programs at UOP.
It was the final step in the long
program review process.

Final Exam Question #2
The Collect Call
What's the only number to use for all your
collect calls that could instantly win you
cool stuff (lite hip Manet Hollywood"
jaclrets and pacts of 24 free movie passes)
every hour, every day?

PRESIDENT APPOINTS NEW
FINANCE VICE PRESIDENT

President Donald DeRosa today |
named Patrick Cavanaiigh, vice
president of business and finance at
Drake University in Iowa, as
University of the Pacific's Vice
President for Finance.
Cavanaugh
replaces
Vice
President for Finance Michael
Goins, who announced last fall
that he would be resigning by the
end of the 1996-97 fiscal year.
Cavanaugh will assume his new j
duties as UOP's chief financial offi[cerjulyi;
"We are fortunate to have such a
skilled and seasoned administrator
coming to Pacific," said DeRosa.
The University is going to benefit
greatly from the wealth of experi
ence Patrick Cavanaugh brings
! from Drake."
Cavanaugh has been finance vice
president at Drake since 1990. His
responsibilities include overseeing
most of the university's administraI tive and financial functions.
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Hot times at UOP; fires have long history on campus
COLTON

;flCifican staff writer
fhe heat of Stockton during the
niiier has not been the only hot
at UOP. Fires have a history
kere.
Anyone who's been here at least a
Ljr and a half can remember last
Lr's Callison dining hall fire and
struction it left, but there
ive >een several other fires that
!;iei t as well known,
St ing with the Callison fire and
jmov g backward in time, this is a
Ideta. d description of UOP's fires:
At a.m., on Saturday, Nov. 18, a
ic blaze erupted Callison dinill near the Quad residence
Jver 500 residents living near
ther vere evacuated and some 70
fireh6iiters showed up to help the
fire from spreading to the residence
halls. Jessie Ballantyne Hall was the
most in danger, as flames touched
Ihe building and windows shat
tered.
See Fires page 4

The most recent fire at UOP enguifed Callison dining nail.

Fill faculty web pages replace class lectures?
(/I

3

students access home pages of 93 professors

|EF

;tiff

Pat

can guest writer
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T University of the Pacific has
to} d into the age of technology
•fit rofessors now relying on their
w ome pages to give students a
[ha. e to pick up what might have
teen missed in class.
UOP students can now access
bome pages of 93 professors here on
Smpus. Students will be able to
•'lew class assignments, syllabi, lecnotes, old exams, and even a
3r'ef history of their professor.
In the future, will it be easier for a
>tudent to turn on a computer than
1 is for them to attend class?
If a professor puts so much infor
mation on their home page I can see
j°w a student might feel as if they
i°n't have to go to cl3ss," said busi
ness professor John Knight, who is
:Urrently working on a home page
0r the fall semester. "My students
nay even feel that way until the first

*am."

In the past I've lost assignments
have found it easier just to pull
I °ff of the computer than to go and
'sk for another one," said junior
jre8 Colleti. "If I could get more
lnd
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information 1 wouldn't feel the need
to go to class,"
UOP professors have not instilled
all of their trust in the home pages.
Many still hand out copies of assign
ments and syllabi in class as well as
putting it onto their pages, but some
have found it to be somewhat of a
saving grace in making their lives
easier.
.
.
"In classes such as mine it has

- »'

proven to be beneficial for the stu
dents, and it cuts down on paper
work for me," said computer science
professor Charles Nielson.
Beth Chance, mathematics profes
sor agreed, "It does cut down on
paper work and it makes life easier.
Some professors have found the
web to be useful in other ways.
"Students that access my page will
get a brief description of my back

ground," said School of Education
Dean, Fay Haisley. "I have a link to
the University of Oregon as will as a
link to the Sidney Morning Herald."
Although the home pages have
reduced paperwork for some profes
sors, students are still counting on
them to serve other purposes.
"I'm still waiting for one of my
professors to put all of the notes and
lecture material into the computer,'
said senior Tom Evan, "Because if
that was the case, I would have more
free time on my hands."
"I don't believe we will ever see
the day where we can go to the com
puter lab instead of attending class, "
said senior Jodi Pearson. "It would
be nice, but it's not going to happen
in our time."
Is this new form of technology
going to revolutionize college cam
puses everywhere? It does not look
promising, but more and more pro
fessors are catching on. Not to help
themselves, but to help the stu
dents.
"I do this not to make my life eas
ier, my point is to make the stu
dent's easier," said Knight. It s
trend-setting in that we supplement
information, not substitute it.
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New support groups offer student counseling
SOTERA BARKER
Pacifican guest writer

port groups.
orty to the group, Romney could
The Body Image and Eating not say what specific problems are
Issues Group meet each Wednesday discussed.
Happy with your body image? to discuss health issues. Currently,
A Pacifican writer recently sat in
Do you have a problem with eat this group only has three members, on the "Lunch Bunch Re-Entry"
ing? Do you want to connect with but since it is open enrollment, group meeting, under the condi
other re-entry students?
Romney hopes more people will tion no names of students would
New support groups at UOP are sign-up once they hear about the be used in the story.
being implemented offering stu group.
The group supports students
dents a place they can go if they
"Eating disorders are rampant returning to school after being
have questions regarding such among college students every away from the school system for
issues.
where, not just UOP," said Romney. some time. They have more to
"The counseling center has "It afflicts males and females."
worry about than classes. They
always been interested in doing
Everyone in the group signs a have lives outside of UOP that
seminars and presentations on sub confidentiality form saying they
sometimes need to come first.
jects that are of interest to the stu will keep all confidential material
"When I was introduced to the
dents," said psychology intern Rita within the group. Because confi
program, I was told this was a way
Romney, who facilitates the sup dentiality is the number one pribetween students to share prob
lems and answers ... of what it is to
be students because our demands
in our lives are more than just
school, unlike the younger stu-

Campus crime report

THEFT
Computer Services
AUTO BURGLARY
Lot #8 (Pharmacy)

When
Apr 22
When
Apr 17

VANDALISM
Grace Covell Hall
door
Southwest Hall
Lot #5 (behind WPC)

When
Apr 19

Loss
Drill
Loss
Wallet, walkman &
two calculators
Loss
Glass broken on NE

Apr 19
Apr 21

Damage to portable waif
Keyed vehicle

When
Apr 20

Loss
Warrant Arrest

MISCELLANEOUS
Kensington Way
ID YOU KNOW?

During this period of time, Public Safety officers provided 462 hours of foot patrol
and 115 hours of motor patrol to the campus. They also assisted 4 stranded motorists,
provided 1 escort, found 11 open windows/doors, contacted 10 suspicious persons
and confronted 4 suspicious circumstances.
If youhave any inquiries about any of the information provided in this report, you
are encouraged to contact Jerry L. Houston, Associate Director of Public Safety at 946or Extension 2S37 from campus phones. You may also call anonymously to
report any suspicious circumstances or persons.

"These students nor
malize how they man
age stress, how they
deal with problems by
sharing their different
ways of doing things
and trying out some
one's technique
Teo Pique, support
group facilitator.
dents," said one junior in the
group.
"My first semester was very diffi
cult. There were times when I was
ready to cry," said another junior.
"I really needed to be able to come
over here (session) and get my little
confidence boost."

Support group.
;
"r*
on n
from 6:30-8:00pm
u
'Overcoming Depress
on Monday from froj*®
7:30pm.
•-} ,,-J
• Pharmacy Student Support
Group meets on Monday

from 5:15-6:lSpm
- The Lunch Bunch Re-Fntry
Group meets on Tuesday
from noon to 1 pm

Teo Pique, psychology practkun,
student, who facilitates the gr0Un
said, "These students normalize
how they manage stress, how they
deal with problems by sharing
their different ways of doing things
and trying out someone's technigue."
Short assignments such as time
management, self-esteem and per
sonality related exercises help the
members cope with problems they
might face.
"We have always been here for
the students. We just want them to
know that they are not alone," said
Romney.
"Though the groups are very
small, it's a start toward having
support groups on campus that will
be beneficial for students," she
said.
Once the word gets out that
there is a place where students can
go or talk about health issues, said
Romney, "we will be able to get
more students interested."
(For information about the sup
port groups contact the Cowell
Health Center at 946-2225.)

Fires
Continued from page 3

"I woke up and the fire alarm
went off again," said two-year Jessie
B. resident Joe Webb. "I heard peo
ple talking outside and I opened the
door and looked in the hallway and
there was a little bit of smoke in the
hallway." Webb originally dismissed
the first fire alarm as a malfunction.
Webb and his roommate were
two of the last people to leave Jessie
B. It took firefighters a little over an
hour to put the fire out, but resi
dents could not return to their
rooms until 5 a.m.
All told the damage was around
$1 million, according to the Nov.
30, 1995, Pacifican. Arson was
believed to be the cause, but no one
to date has been caught.
In the summer of 1965,
McConchie Hall, the building
across the street from campus that
houses Career Services, caught fire

and did $7000 damage but was not
totally
destroyed.
Thirty-four
women were living there and going
to summer school at the time. They
all escaped. No one was injured and
McConchie was remodeled, accord
ing to a Sept. 24, 1965, Pacific
Weekly.
A student was responsible for the
1940
gymnasium
fire.
Joe
Giovanetti, a Stockton Junior
College freshman, reportedly set the
fire to the on-campus gymnasium,
which used to stand where the
Raney Recreation Area and sand
volleyball courts are now located,
according to a May 24, 1940, Pacific
Weekly.
The gym burned to the ground
and, since it was made of all wood,
it went up in smoke quickly. No one
was injured in the blaze and COP
built the Main Gym, where it stands

now as a result. The student con
fessed and was arrested, the paper
reported.
When College of the Pacific was
in San Jose, two big fires occurred.
In 1914 a dining hall, with a
kitchen and men's dormitory above
it, was completely destroyed by a
fire, which did some $10,000 dam
age, according to the Sept. 30, 1914,
Pacific Weekly.
The fire was caused by a defective
flue. Students helped San Jose and
Santa Clara fire departments fight
the inferno, the paper reported.
Students were moved to a gymnasi
um for living quarters.
The second of the two fires
occurred less than a year later when
the library was totally destroyed.
The estimated damage was between
$50,000-$ 75,000 and all of the
books and old reference volumes

were lost in the fire, reported the
California Christian Advocate on
July 1, 1915. The library was the
oldest building on the campus.
It would seem that UOP has bee
very unfortunate when it conies
fire damage. University archlU*'
Don Walker thinks UOP has
unlucky, but doesn't find it un"s
with the number of fires that
occurred.
"I think probably every camp
in California has their share o
from time to time," said
"I'm not an expert on fires.
at
aware that there have been i
Stanford and Gal."
nuS
Walker also said that the camp ^
is not cursed and that there
g
small fire in the Conservatory ^
'50s or '60s. For now, the ' ^

m
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jViva la revolucion!
Proo 215_ holds
a pot festival
on "420"

DERK PIPPIN
pacifican staff writer
The underground has arrived.

Last Sunday on April 20 —or
"420"
as it is widely referred to by
-Obf
pot heads — a celebration that
esdsv
mixed the dichotomous worlds of
politics and Rock N' Roll invaded
| the newly liberated skies of San
Francisco, filling them with music
I and green smoke that could be
heard and smelt down the street.
The movement that began as an
effort to aid the sick and dying has
the potential to evolve into the
legalization movement.
The "420" Extravaganza Festival,
sponsored by Prop 215 (medicinal
marijuana) brought eight bands,
three raves and a handful of crafts
men together to get one simple
point across.
"REVOLUTION," said an organiz
re1 foi
er
into the mike. "REVOLUTION,
em to
FOR THE PEOPLE."
The sold-out crowd of five thou
very sand screamed, cheered, jumped up
rag and down. And smoked more pot.
Pacific was there to "represent,"
site but the four Tigers asked that their
names be withheld for obvious rea
sons.
"We need to legalize it," Said
Tom, a UOP student who attended every day; and on Sunday April 20,
the pot fest. "That's all, jult legalize it was a time to hear the Fugees and
•T."
J
V. Sublime in the city.
"If anybody is going to legalize
"Smoke pot San Francisco," said
pot then it has to be us (our gener-1 Sublime's John Hextal, the replace
ation,)" said Sam, another UOP stu
ment lead singer for Brad Nowelll,
dent.
f
\ • I J who overdosed on heroin last year.
Did he think it would happen I ."Smoke your parent's pot#
soon?,;.,
|s>|
\ At no ordinary cohcerf would
"By next,'420' we could be smok pipes and bongs
ing anywhere we want," he said, abundantly. Nbr would any other
drawing high-fiVe's^ll around.
gig in the city let anyone just walk
The reason "4^6" is such a big in un-searched. And definitely,
deal is that it is widely b&fieved that never are there over 50 people blaz
the digits 4-5-0 are the police code ing |ff the front right by the door,
for possession Of marijuana. But the without giving a care.
origins of "420%—i.
%
—-—
the serfousness
of the
could possibly be
DEVOLUTION,
concert, the seri
tooted in the
ousness oY the
hills of northerli
er of mari
C a 1 i f ct r n i a
juana was not
according to one
lost in the fansource, perhaps
of Prop 215, which
somewhere near Highway 420 j
overturned
Gov.
the way to Humboldt1 Copffty. success
(H.C. is perhaps the home? of the Wilson's veto by taking the issue to
the people last November, handed
best ganga in the world;!] "
For whatever reason one uses the out literature on the law.
"Marijuana cures people," said
euphemism, the meaning is still
the same: "420" is a secret code; an Alice. "It helps people who have
invitation to smoke pot. twice cancer, AIDS, and other illnesses."

That
is true, say
many experts,
swayed
and marijuana
him,
and
he
is legal
in
retracted that pledge, fur
some form or
ther softening his stance.
another in over
"There is an open door
30 states. The range of
to any substance that
possible remedies in
claim's it's a medicine. But it has to
addition to cancer and AIDS:
pass medical-scientific evaluation,"
Arthritis, glaucoma, depression and Barry McCaffrey, U.S. drug czar,
stress.
told the SF Chronicle.
The proposition, which allows
When the measure passed 56% to
physicians to rec
44% Atty. Gen.
ommend mari
Dan
Lungren
"We need to
juana to treat a
said, "We have
legalize it.That's all,
variety of illnesslegal
anarchy.
just legalize it."
es, met with ini
No one knows
tial
hostility
this
-Tom, a UOP student what
from federal offi- ^,
means."
cials and California politicians.
But the singularly most impres
President Clinton immediately sive statistic of the night was "0."
issued a statement that his admin
Zero cops were around, could it
istration would continue to prose be they don't even know there own
cute violators of the existing feder police code.
al laws.
But popular pressure
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Trying to tame television's influence
Children know
Bud ads best,
says survey

veyed are aware of the new w.
sion ratings system. About 77 *
cent agree that the new teW1*'S|°n
ratings are necessary.
'Family with children under
pay greater attention to the Tv
ings system than families with I®!'
dren
at age of 18 and above
KATIE CORRIGAN
• Females (56%) pay "
Pacifican guest writer
attention to ratings system i r
males with (42%). The survey ha?
When Bay area youngsters age 11
p
otential sampling error of 8
to 14 were asked what TV ads they
cent.
remembered best, it wasn't ads for
The class interviewed 268 adults
video games, clothing, candy or
by
telephone during the third we
other products geared to their age
of
March. The collected data was
group.
then
reviewed by the class, and
The most remembered ad for
Dong
and
Dr. Alan Ray, who teachthese youngsters? Budweiser beer,
es broadcasting courses at UOP.
which suggests the danger to
"Because this exploratory studv
young people of exposure to adulthas
never been done before and we
only products, according to a UOP
were
not going for results, we were
student survey.
mainly
going for suggestions ... to
Out of 125 different commercials
make television viewing for chil
the adolescents remembered most,
dren better," said junior Shelley
45 remembered Budweiser. Nike
Blum, one of the student authors in
took second with 36. Pepsi was
the study.
third with 34. Twenty-four remem
"Basically, we were trying to find
bered McDonald's. Coke was fifth
out
how effective it will be for par
with 20. And Nissan and milk tied
ents to monitor what types of
for sixth with 15 adolescents First frogs, now nuns. Surveys show Budweiser ads do their job.
shows their children will watch."
remembering them.
Dong said some parents in the
The survey asked 135 students at mercial. At least this study shoulc
study were concerned about those
a junior high between the ages of prove this point, we can see that
who have no knowledge of the rat
11 and 14 questions about fashion, mass media, especially commer
ings
system.
marketing of cigarettes, health and cials, play such an important role
"The parents are waiting for their
fitness and media usage. The idea in socializing adolescents."
children to educate them," said
for the survey came from a similar
Some of the other things the sur
Dong.
study done by USA Today.
vey asked included how often the
Parents also felt that the ratings
"I think for advertisers, they try students were exposed to cigarette
system would create a "forbidden
to use all kinds of creative thoughts advertising, whether or not they SOTERA BARKER
fruit effect" on children.
and ideas to try to target people," smoke and how many cigarettes Pacifican guest writer
said
Qingwen
"It means that if children know
they smoke per
Stockton residents feel the new that they are 'forbidden' to watch a
Dong, professor
7 think for advertisers, day.
television ratings system is neces
of communica
The children sary for parents to monitor their show, that's going to make them
they try to use all kinds
tion.
"said that the children's viewing, according to a watch it even more," said Blum.
of creative thoughts
But
Violet
"And children," said Dong, "do
more that they survey conducted by UOP students.
doesn't believe
not
distinguish if something is real
and ideas to try to
were exposed to
"Because many children are or not real, and as a result, they are
the
children
cigarette adver- influenced by television these days,
target people/'
remember
the
influenced; they imitate and repeat
tising, the more parents are wor- "
commercials
the same behav
- Dr. Qingwen Dong, likely they were ried about what
Parents
also
felt
that
the
because of the
ior."
professor of communication. to smoke," said they watch," said
products they're
The
study
Violet. She said D r . Q i n g w e n ratings system would cre
selling.
^MM
revealed
that
there was a 30
ate a "\forbidden fruit
people's atten
It's basically the type of com percent correlation between the D o n g , w h o
supervised the
tion to the rat
effect" on children.
mercial," said Violet. "Budweiser's two.
study conducted
croaking frogs may be easy for chil
ings
system can
Only 8 percent of the kids sur b v
y
h i s "It means that if children
dren to remember," she said.
,
,
.
.
.
b
e
influenced
by
be
by
veyed said they smoke even
She said the USA Today study though over half said they are Communications "DOW that they are forbid- famiiy structure,
also found the children who saw exposed to cigarette advertise R e s e a r c „
gender and eth
den' to watch a show,
the advertisement for Budweiser ments for Joe Camel and other Methods class.
nicity. The find
The purpose of that's going to make them ings also showed
and liked it. But the kids who pitches between one and four
watch it even more,"
this study was to
drink, don't drink Budweiser.
people
wan
times a day.
find
out
how
"So it really doesn't have a corre
-Shelly
Blum
some
type
of
ratAbout 8 percent also said they
7
lation with the product," said smoke because the "cigarette people reacted to
ing of shows on
Violet. "It was more of a correla advertisements have influenced the TV ratings system, which flash television.
„ -d
tion with the advertising."
"This is pioneering work, sai
(them) to smoke," according to the es a rating before each show that
But Dong says this study proves survey.
rates the type of content. Stockton Ray. "The interesting thing to
a valid point.
was
selected to be the focus of the are the results, how '®3Portan.in«s
As far as the most remembered
"Now days, our adolescents in commercial, Violet said there is study because of its diverse popula community felt having a ra 1
the United States, they are totally one key question: Why is some tion.
system."
,~i.
influenced by this mass media,"
The study found:
"It shows how influential tew
thing that is untouchable to kids,
said Dong, "especially this com remembered by kids?
• 77 percent of the people sur- sion is in our lives."

2!

High marks
for new TV
rating system
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r6u can't get there from here.
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UOPs o w n campus m a g badly, outdated

JENNIFER SOLL
pacifican Guest Writer

"Oh my gosh, this map is really
messed up," said one student.
«How are we suppose to know
where that place is," asked another.
The map that greets visitors to
UOP, located in front of Burns
I Tower, misinforms students and
visitors in many ways. It is at least
three years old and this university
has gone through many changes
since then.
Several of the buildings are misla
beled, or not even on the map.
There is no university police station
on the map, Atchley Way is still
labeled
Campus
Way,
and
Eberhardt School of Business is still
labeled as Weber Hall.
Many other errors have to do
with housing for the Greek system.
Phi Delta Theta is not listed, nor are
Pi Kappa Alpha and Alpha Kappa
Lambda. The Graduate House is
still Alpha Chi Omega; in the
course catalog, the same building is
labeled Alpha Phi.
The 2x2 foot map has faded to a
yellowish brown which makes it

\ ery hard to read. The glass that is
covering it is dirty and it makes it
even harder to read.
UOP News Director Joe Wills says
the school knows about the prob
lem and is in the process of putting
up new colorful maps.
Veteran students say that the
maps are needed, even on a small
campus like UOP. As long as the
map is accurate.
"I was lost on this campus for
weeks when I first started going to
school here," said junior Kathleen
Deatherage. " Even today 1 still do
not know where some places are. I
have to ask my friends."
"I had to go to a class this semes
ter and I had no idea where the
South Gym was," said junior
Geraldine Floresca. " My friends
had no idea either so I ended up
missing the class."
"Our new maps have been
designed and printed," said Wills.
"But, we have to wait for a couple
of things before we can place them
around campus."
Several things that need to be
done are to replace the plexiglass
covers and place the map stands in

Humphrey's College

the right direc
tion so it coor
dinates
with
the directions
on the map.
Wills believes
that the maps
will
be
an
important
Improvement
to add to this
campus. The
university rela
tions office has
been waiting
until they had
the time and
money to go
through with
it.
The
maps
will be replaced
really
soon,
according
to Correct maps like this will soon replace outdated ones.
Wills. "I would hope and think
When asked why it took them so
that they would be up by Fall long to replace the maps all Wills
semester," said Wills. "But we do could say was that he could not say,
not have an exact date."
but now they finally have them.
Enlarged to show detail

©
CONCORD.

LSAT Prep Class
WHAT YOU WILL
RECEIVE WITH OUR COURSE:
Complete Coursebook including lessons and homework in the form of
practice tests with explanations. This will help you apply the skills and
techniques taught in class.
Two full length released LSATs.
Computer analysis of performance on released Diagnostic Tests 1 and 2,
pinpointing strengths and weaknesses. This information should help you
4.

focus your study time.
America Online computer software which will enable you to access Kaplan
Online containing a practice LSAT with numerous analysis functions.

Dates/Times: Saturdays, May 10,17,24,31 and June 7,14 at
9:00 a.m. until 1:00 p.m.
Cost:

$275.00 pre-paid (no college credit)
—compare to others costing $700.00+!

Enrollment is limited. Pre-registration is required.

Elegant timepieces from the Concord Royal Gold Collection,
handcrafted of solid 14 karat gold. Square case with
rounded comers, set off by a polished brick hnk bracelet
and blue cabochon crown. Classic white Roman dial
Swiss quartz. Mineral crystal For her,
brdhantiy accented with a diamond bezel
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Dead man" gets mixed reviews

The film "Dead Man on Campus" has
sparked new debate about how our admin
istration regards students at this university.
First, the film crew adopted UOP's largest
parking lot as their base camp, thus effec
tively removing more than 100 parking
spaces from the students and faculty. This
displacement has more than angered those
who have paid their seventy-five dollar
parking fee, and understandably so.
Granted, Paramount/MTV most likely paid
quite a bit more to set up their little city
behind sorority circle, but wouldn't the
tennis court parking lot have sufficed for
their purposes?
Students are miffed not only at the lack of
parking, but at the lack of compassion dis
played by the crew members. Some stu
dents feel sold out, and their education,
especially nearing finals, being compro
r
mised.
Some see the filming of a movie on cam
pus a unique experience. An experience
that we would not be privy, had our
grounds and buildings not been so beauti

ful, and had administration not been so
willing to make an easy buck.
To stand aside and watch the undertaking
of a motion picture is incredible. To see the
time and energy displayed by those
involved sheds new light for those clueless
about how a movie is actually made.
This is not the first time a movie has been
made on campus. Several films have been
shot using our location, and somehow the
students before had to deal with the same
problems: parking, rude people, and
detours to class just to name a few.
What needs to be addressed most impor
tantly is the lack of public relations skills
demonstrated by Paramount and MTV. First
and foremost a notice should have been
given, paid for by the film companies,
explaining and apologizing ahead of time
for the interruption in our daily lives.
This lack of communication reflects poor
ly on the film crew and the administration
of our university; But we may forgive them,
as long as this film turns out to be a success,
and Zack Morris gives UOP a 2ood nam?

Production Staff
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•Classified - Classified advertising can be
purchased - $1 per line for UOP staff and
students, $2 per line for all others. A line
contains 40 characters including punctuation
and spaces. We accept only: cash and checks
and advance payment is required. The
Pacifican has a minimum circulation of
4000. Please call Christina Flowers at (209)
946-2115.
Subscribe
• Payment of student fees entitles each stu
dent to one free copy of each issue. A yea'
subscription to the Pacifican costs S30 ($15
per semster). Send check or money order to.
3601 Pacific Avenue, Stockton, CA 9521 ,
Attn: Subscriptions.
•
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The Pacific family rejects "college" child
pear Editor,
It seems the Philosophy major
lias survived this year's round of
program Review; and I am certain
ly grateful for that. However, I
would not characterize this
process as fun. Indeed, I found it
analogous to myself and my col
leagues standing in the guillotine
line feverishly trying to formulate
arguments to convince the chief
blade-dropper that there is no roy
alty in our group, that we are just
plain citizen-leaders. I have
attempted to express some of my
feelings and concerns with this
process in the following piece of
quasi-autobiographical fiction. In
other words, to put it in the
uncompromising and lucid dis
course of philosophy, not every
thing in the following piece lacks
all basis in fact:
The Pacific Family Tired from a day of arguing with
faculty over the newest University
plan and being told by many of
my colleagues that the University
has too many programs and has
clearly lost its focus, I stop by my
favorite pub on the way home.
I walk into the darkened room
and notice a figure seated by him
self at the far end of the bar. As I
walk closer, I recognize my old
friend Arlen who used to teach at
the University in the English
department, but left some years
ago. I pull up the stool right next
to him.
"Arlen, I didn't think I would

see you around here again." Arlen
smiles.
"Heard you guys were in crisis
again." I remember how Arlen's
wit and humor had buoyed me up
in the past.
"Yea," I reply. "Looks like this
time some jobs will be lost. Guess
I'm not feeling too optimistic."
"Have a beer," he says. "We'll
talk." I order a Tecate with lime.
"So what are you doing these
days?" I ask.
"Oh, been writing a story," he
replies. "Want to hear it?"
"Sure," I say. Why do English
professors always have stories to
tell, when we philosophers want
straight talk? I think to myself.
"I call my story 'The Pacific
Family'/"
"Now there's a fetching title," I
say.
"Just listen for a bit," he says,
"You might learn something. The
Pacific Family had a daughter they
named College."
"College'," I say ordering my
second Tecate with lime, "what
kind of name is that?"
"This is an allegory," he replies
"Oh, it's a symbol or something,
I suppose. We philosophers prefer
our truths unvarnished," I say.
"Right," he says. "May 1 contin
ue? By the way maybe you should
go easy on that beer."
"I really like lime juice," I say,
"but I hear fresh fruit juice may
carry E. Coli bacteria. The beer is
an antiseptic."

"Anyway," he says, "Mom and
Pop Pacific have this daughter
College. For many years they are a
happy family. They have several
more children, two daughters,
Conservatory and Education, and
three
sons,
Engineering,
Pharmacy, and Business."
"Boy," I say ordering another
Tecate, "this family gives their
children such beautiful names."
"College is old enough to help
her parents with the younger kids.
She helps toilet train them and
helps them learn reading, writing,
and arithmetic. She also reads to
them a great deal in order to stim
ulate their imaginations, to give
them a broad sense of what
humanity is and has been. As the
four younger children grow up,
Mom and Pop Pacific realize it is
difficult to support this large fam
ily. As a matter of fact they feel
they are in real financial trouble;
so decide they have to have a fam
ily meeting.
"'Children,' they say, 'we've
decided we just can't support all of
you. If we're going to give our
children all they ask for, we're
going to have to have fewer chil
dren. But we can't decide which of
you has to go, so we're forming a
committee of you children called
the Family Priorities Committee to
make the decision for us."
"So, the Family Priorities com
mittee gets together and to the
surprise the oldest daughter
College, the committee decides

This fresh perspective is mine
_
Every issue of the Pacifican
holds Alex Zamansky's perspective
on freshmen life. Well now it is
my turn. Now don't get me wrong,
1 wholeheartedly agree with all of
^rsk"s^rS,taTnowi,is
my turn, for a new perspective on
campus life.
My roomie and I were talking
one night abut first impressions
and what they were when all of us
bright-eyed freshmen entered
onto campus,
campus. We
we come to the
mc
conclusion that they are no. correct. Well I have had many people
inform me that when I first
arrived onto campus, for orienta
tion, I was known as "the girl
who's shirts never reached her
belly-button." Yes, I will not deny
the fact that my shirts didn't, and
still do not touch my belly-but
ton. Well this, the subject of
impressions, is what I wish to
write on.
Can* you remember back to last
emester? In the Pacifican, there

thought for many members of the
UOP community. What a pity! I
feel sorry for all of those people
out there that rely on first impres
sions of what someone looks like,
or the massive rumors, that fly
around such a small campus. It's
funny, somehow when I came to
college I thought preconceived
notions and ideas would vanish. I
guess I was wrong. Now all I can
do is sit here and pity all the peo
ple that can't get past what a per
son wears or who their friends are.
So why does all this take place?
I'm not sure. Are people really
bothered by It? Or are they more
jealous of the fact that they don't
have the confidence to wear
revealing clothes, or the fact that
they are not as caring, kind, con
siderate, or capable to be a friend
to a member of the opposite sex?
If all people have time to do is sit
around and shit talk and harass
other people, then I pity them.
change withgenider.^ ^^^
-Catherine Westbrook

wear short shorts or crop
... a
. "Top
«t
of Things
Things ing
inz them we;
was
Ten iict
List of
tops.
I
really
wonder what the real
Missing at UOP." The number one
reason
is
to
why people find it
thing was freshmen women with
entertaining
to
harass and hurt
covered midriffs. Well, I am proud
_
others?
to say that I am
II was
wasknown
as tnegm
girl
This
"the
probably .he
known as
queen of ffes*V who S shirts n€V€T rCQCnCQ n€
next
my
midriff
men
midriff
belly-button/*
—
™
story: my
baring women,
dear
and
That's right. I
, devoted roomie. Yes I'll admit that
wear shirts well above my navel
we have had our ups and downs,
and with slits up the middle. I'm
but for the most part we love each
also the one that has sufficed
--other. But yes we are back to that
f thi
darn impression issue again! Much
'"^r^e
only aa sel
Currently
there are only
select
like me, my roomie has also made
group of people at this campus
quite an impression on many
that have actually gotten to know UOPers. It is no secret that she has
me. Not the me that wears short
many friends. However, her
skirts; but the intellectual, caring,
friends are not of the female type.
and humane me. People stare,
So why is this so wrong? I'm still
make snide comments, and write
trying to figure out the answer.
rude remarks on my dry erase Why should it matter what sex a
board. All I can think of my con- person's friend are? Friends are
stant harassment is why? Why friends- it does not and should not
what I wear? Why do they really

care? I m not going

she is the child the family can't
support.
"'You're kind of old,' they tell
her, 'and you're not as attractive as
you used to be."
"'But,' College protests, 'I
helped you come of age and gave
you some important skills. I read
you a lot of stories to broaden
your sense of the human. I also
thought families were supposed to
provide for all their children, not
get rid of them when times were
tough.'"
"'Well, we're all grown up now,'
the other children replied. "We
don't need you any more, but
maybe if you can lose a little
weight, wear shorter skirts, and
make yourself a little more attrac
tive, you can get by."
"How does this story end?" I ask
growing a bit impatient with
Arlen's elaborate symbols.
"That's where my story isn't
quite finished. Right now I see
College leaving the family and
taking to the streets, but the rest of
the family prospers and eventually
gets adopted by the DeVry family."
"That's quite a story, Arlen," I
say, "but I don't see what it has to
do with the University. After all,
it's a business, not family."
"Yea," he replies with a smile as
he gets up to leave, "you philoso
phers always get right to the
truth."
Yours truly,
James Heffernan
Professor/Chair
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Top Ten List

Top Ten
Reasons
Marijuana is
Better than
Asparagus
7 0. Asparagus, when
smoked, still tastes like
smoked asparagus.
9. Asparagus must be
steamed and buttered to
enjoy.
8. Bigger festivals.
7. You can't make
clothes, run cars, or ease
chemotherapy with
asparagus.
6. You don't eat
asparagus and then get
the munchies for
marijuana.
5. You can eat marijua
na and then get the
munchies for asparagus.
4. It's hippie tested and
doctor approved.
3. Asparagus is an
uncontrollable, highly
addictive, gateway
vegetable.
2. Asparagus doesn't
make you smile as
much.
1. The Effects, Man.
Compiled l>y:
Jeff Gaddis

OPINION
Smoke 'em if you got 'em
Smoking overrated as cause of death
ERIC DEWEES
Pacifican staff writer

funding. The anti-smokers need this
"evidence" to push bans and prohi
bition on the public with effective
ness. Scare not only the non-smok
ing population, but also the smok
ing, that ETS is killing and you have
popular support.
Recently, the Congressional
Research Service (CRS) has raised

Is the California Environmental
Protection Agency's (Cal EPA) report
that second hand smoking kills
4,700 and sickens thousands of kids
per year accurate? Is the U.S. EPA's
report on second hand smoke more
than just anti-smok
ing propaganda? Do
smokers violate the
natural
and
Constitutional rights
of non-smokers?
On February 26,
1997, the Cal EPA
released a new report
stating that second
hand smoke (ETS)
allegedly kills 4,700
and sickens thou
sands of kids per year
in
California.
According to their
"findings," ETS causes
low birth weight,
SIDS, middle ear
...yet another group attempts mass suicide
infections, asthma,
and bronchitis or pneumonia in some interesting questions about
children and lung cancer, heart the EPA's 1992 study on second
attacks, and strokes in adults. Most hand smoke. The study, which, by
of us would assume these findings the way, Cal EPA's mirrored nearly
to be accurate, after all, they come figure for figure. According to the
from a fairly reputable government CRS report, "Cigarette Taxes to
agency. However, further examina Fund Health Care Reform: An eco
tion will reveal that the report lacks nomic Analysis," the EPA's study
a scientific approach and is loaded made subjective judgments, failed
with bias.
to account for important factors
According to the "study", ETS that could bias the results, and
causes asthma exacerbation in chil relaxed a crucial scientific standard
dren. A study conducted last year to achieve the result the study was
proved that asthma increased 11 looking for in the first place. The
percent in children living in Los CRS notes that such problems add
Angeles. Well, if smoking rates have "uncertainty" to the study's conclu
dropped so dramatically and it is sions.
almost impossible to smoke indoors
Since all of the scientific proof
nowadays, how could asthma and has not done enough to stem the
exacerbation have risen? The most tide, and some 50 million
logical conclusion for that cause is Americans continue to enjoy tobac
air pollution, not ETS.
co, the antis now argue that smok
The incidence of lung cancer, ers
are
violating
their
heart attack, and stroke increases Constitutional and natural rights by
attributed to ETS in California is not polluting the air. At first, this may
provable. Heart attacks and stroke seem logical, but looking at it close
have such varying causes (i.e. diet, ly, the argument does become very
alcohol, occupation, genetics, etc.) weak if everyone has the right to
that they could not accurately come breathe what they consider "nonup with a definite figure. It was not polluted" air. Women will have to
done with actual death figures, stop using perfumes, men will have
because that would have been try to avoid all colognes and after
ing to prove the impossible. Instead, shave lotions, all people will have to
they come up with the "definite" use a non-scented soap, and every
figures through computer generated one will have to shower constantly
statistics. So, in actuality, no one as not to upset someone's sensitive
has died of second hand smoke.
nose.
The most likely reason for the
In other words, to be philosophi
push of these "definite" figures is cally sound, this premise of smokers
money. More precisely, Prop 99 polluting the air of non-smokers

would have to be extended unit,
one and nothing could Du
1
noticeable odor into the air
would include automobiles inn
!!"y: f,nd everyithing else that 5
ties the nose. It is not an
""ellectu.
ally sound argument.

TO

Another reason why it js We. .
that when people have the right £
Pick and choose the
lifestyles, when some
bureaucrat or electee
official doesn't make
that decision for
them, that's called lib.
erty or freedom. But
there is a price to pay
for it.
Being free means
being
inconve
nienced. Being free
means that you have
to tolerate that street
corner
evangelist
spouting slogans that
condemn your per
sonal religious choice.
Being free means you
have to put up with
the smell of body odor radiating ofl
of some person who has the free
dom not to bathe if he or she does
n't wish to. Being free means having
to put up with a lot of nonsense.
Does the alternative sound better?
Finally, if non-smokers are incon
venienced by smokers, don't they
inconvenience the ones who have
the habit. Smokers tolerate not
being able to light up in restaurants,
theaters, elevators, public trans
portation, and many other places.
They are inconvenienced. Do smok
ers run up to some woman who has
doused herself in some foulsmelling perfume and demand that
she take it off?
Do smokers run around insisting
that everyone smoke by spouting
pro-smoking statistics and false evi
dence in the face of non-smokers, as
do the non-smokers with their antismoking message to smokers? ' °they are inconvenienced and put up
with it.
.
Lastly, taxes on cigarettes a
other tobacco products provide _
U.S. with over 4 billion dollan
annually. No government will e
ban a product as lucrative as
without having some sense as
where the money will come
after its ban.
t[ie
Just guess from whose P°^.ould
government's raised taxes
pluck that 4 billion. Who is 8°'
pay for what the smokers are
tarily putting out now?

OPINION
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I don't want to
fall , in
V '
III

,L WILLIAMS
nE
fjEIL
»acifican staff writer

whf

U'S 6aS> to see whY
thev
they felt
felt it was controlled
by neonle
with human qualities and faults It

| hear a song I haven't heard in a
uhile come on. It goes "I don't want Est*"—"*»*»<»*
to fall in love, love cuts just like a
knife. You make the night feel good
"1 ,hc co,e' >ou
no
1-11 fight you 'till the end." I can't
0
0r
Sure yT°har;S^ Vo^'
recall who the artist was, but she set
just don't know 'till it hits vou For
my mind off on a couple of things.
some, it's on first sight aith
,
There are so many things out skeptical
there on love: songs, poetry, books,
movies, the works. People are during the relationship, others on
engulfed by it, fascinated by it, and the brink of losing that relationship,
ts funny in a way when you con
more often, overwhelmed by it.
sider all that happens.
Now, as we are in the midst of
Whether it turns out good or bad,
Spring, it is considered a time of
I
ve
never seen anyone go through
love. Well, at least until finals, where
love and it not wreak h3V0C
havoc in
in the
the
stress makes everyone snap, running counle's liv« thT
down the hallways screaming "I n hnmc
he funny part is, after
CAN'T TAKE IT ANYMORE, DEATH
here and trvm 8° 3*" ** °ut
rnere and try to experience it again.
TO THE PROFESSORS, STOP THE
At least I do. And I've only been in
INSANITY!!!" Well, anyway.
love one time in my life. I guess it's
Love is indescribable. Sure, every like a drug.
one has theories, but no one really
When you feel it the first time, it
knows what brings it about. In Greek feels so eoo7th7t vou wnnlH T"' "
Mythology they placed theblame, o, CSS
8
reason for love, on Aphrodite and insane cvHp XT
'
T
Eros, or Venus and Cupid; whichev- stopped by finally finding you! one
dth
37p1 iti
m fS•
11 ™as S
Sll,y- And
And Yetf
<

Jeff's
Journal
JEFF GADDIS
Pacifican staff writer
It took five years and damn near a
hundred grand. My dream cabin?
My collection of Civil Wax memora
bilia? No, I'm referring to my diplo
ma, and assuming I pass my classes
this semester, it will,arrive in twenty
f o u rd a y s . . y
.
.^
five years seems like a lifetime,
and although cliche, it's true- ask any
senior on campus, they'll be honest,
as uming you catch them at a time

trrove'™hoyou
a beautiful thing that is easier said

when they aren't busy drowning in
their post-graduation uncertainty.
For those that aren't graduating
well, hey- there is always next year,
or the year after that. Take your time
and enjoy your freedom, but more
importantly get involved with some
thing, anything. This thing called
"school" is not a passive learning
process, the key to success will be
what you can put on your resume
other than just your alfna mater.
And, while you're herfc you might
as well learn how to fall in love- with

VOTE/

In tire Spring '97 Special Election
on Initiative 96-97:01.
Authors: The Residence Hall Association
^Jrpose: The purpose of this bill is^o reestablish the Residence Hall
tK^S^,,atlon s
representation on the ASUOP Senate, bv reestablishing
RHA Senatorial position.
nH-!i'Cy'
Articld ll, Sectibn 2, A will be removed from the Constitution and
Placed v^itfr the. fpllowing.membership of lh£ ASUOP Senate:
Elected Member*:
Ay The College of the Pacific Association (\)
B. The Student Association of the School of Business Administration (I >
CM The Open Assembly of the School of International Studies < I )
O The Academy of Students of Pharmacy
E- The School bf Education Student Association ( 1)
F. The Associated Engineering Students (I)
G. The Conservatory Student Senate (1)
H. The University College Student Organisation ( I )
I. Senators at Large.(3)
J. Residence Hall Association ( I)
FC The Graduate School-Senator ( I > [Contingent upon proper approval
- of graduate students and the University system approval!
I x-Otileio Meinbei-s:
It A^UOP President
C a 5 ^OP Vice-President
^ ASUOP Treasurer
F ASUOP Attorney Genera!
£ ASUOP Staff Advisor
ASUOP Faculty Representative

ELECTIONS WILL PE HaP.
Monday, May 5:
McCaffrey Center
9am-3pm

?f

Io v p
lOVe

when you look at the pain and joy

AS I relax and listen to some music
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Tuesday, May 6:
& Pharmacy School
9am-1pm

than done, much easier said.
There are many analogies about
love, but I believe I've found the
best. Ix>ve is like a great roller coaster
ride; bare with me here. You start off
on this nice climb, as your nice
healthy self. Your heart beats a little
y°U're a
a »«
le anxious, but
faster, you're
little
'"""i
m
y y°u are okaY You feel as if
*ou are headed for the top of the
"orld Then.. .WttOOS,,:!
You're just dive bombing out of
control. Your heart feels like it's
going to beat out of your chest.
Sometimes it feels as if you can't
breathe. And appetite, hah, either
you ve lost it or you start feeling nau
seous.
You take your life in waves: up,
down, all-around, you feel as if you
could die, yet it makes you want to
live forever. Then, at the end, you are
standing there limp, pathetic, not
even the ground under you feels real
or even solid. You could keel over at
any minute, or just stand where you
are. Then, you begin to recover, and
a sickly smile creeps over your face.
And in the back of your mind a voice
mumbles, "Man, now I have got to
do that again!" Of course, that's just
how I see it.

yourself. For it is you and only you
who has to be with you, so do some
thing you're proud of (that's a lot of
"you's").
Don't follow the masses, and
don't believe all the hype. Be your
own masses and create your own
hype, and let others follow you. I
believe it was Zack Morris who said,
"Kelly, this school year went by too
fast...We didn't even get to play a
prank on Mr. Belding;" or was it
"Kelly, let's go to UOP an screw up
student life for two weeks."?

Top Ten List

Top Ten Things
Overheard on
Campus Last Week
10. "I heard Zack Morris
was in it?
9. "Zack Morris, are you
kidding me?"
8. "Have you seen Zack?'
7. "Where is he? Can I
see him?"
6. "I can act better than
that guy."
5. "Have you heard that
Zack Morris is on campus?"
4. "Cut!!"
3. "Yeah, and like, oh my
god, like those people are so
rude, they think they own
this campus or something."
2. "I liked him better with
blonde hair"
1. "I pay twenty thousand
dollars to walk wherever I
damn well please!!"
Compiled by:
Jeff Gaddis
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Behind the scenes at "Dead Man"
Eds. note: Most UOP
students appear to have
quickly grown tired of
having their campus
turned
into
a
Hollywood studio for
the past several weeks.
But, several students,
including
The
Pacifican's
Kelly
Rankin
and
Ryan
Bazeley, used the film
ing of "Dead Man on
Campus" to pick up
some experience as a
production intern and
extra. Here are their
first person accounts.

Fresh(man
Perspective
ALEX ZAMANSKY
Pacifican staff writer

THANK GOD THOSF un> fWOOD MORONS ARE GONES! £
getting tired of their arrogam,'^ .
impoliteness and "stuck
^ ,
Well, you ge, the pie,™"P"Bl f?
thf
Another week of this
and
"UJ Q
J
of my friends and I were

sonufcte tl

going

invest in some paintball gunsandtoa*
declare war on Paramount. And^'fa111
u '
hphpvp mp» \\7&
I
,

KELLY RANKIN
Pacifican staff
writer
Above:
You may be thinking, "Wow,
production intern. That's big
time." Although it was a great
experience, for the seven students mechanics
who held the jobs, it was far from
of movie
glamorous.
making
The first day I worked, another
production intern and myself had
littered
to report to base camp (the parking
the UOP
lot behind the sororities) at 6 a.m.
sharp.
Campus.
Ever since I went to Universal
Studios at 13 years old, I've wanted
Right:
to work in the movie industry. Was
this my big chance?
While
After what seemed like forever (it
was actually only 30 minutes, but I
was really excited, so it seemed like
Man"
longer) the 2nd Assistant Director
finally showed up. She told us was being
what we were gofng to do, and
filmed
gave us a tour of the trailers:
UOP
wardrobe, make-up, electric, grips,
and the production trailer, also
became
known as the "honey wagon."
Through the day, we were given 'Daleman
odd jobs here and there, but one of
College'
our main jobs was to do what they
Scott Kaufmann
call "lock-up." It just means that
we had to keep people out of the
shot, while they were filming.
This was fun because I got to RYAN BAZELEY
call,
"Standby...rolling...back
Pacifican staff writer
ground," and "Cut, back to one."
About six other people simultane
116 lin8S In 3 SleePy StUP°r' 1 Pkk lt UP' "Hi this is Mitc
ously said this, but I had to say it from'vrJdf/r^t
trom Media casting, are 'you coming in today?"
too, so that the extras near me
could hear what was going on.
set^with Brad rnrHnaShb3CkS hU m(!-hanging ou* ^ front of the mov:
m t
Gordon, giving some lady my phone number, saying "Sui
While on the set, I got to meet i
Was llke the morning after, but instead of a spli
Mark-Paul Gosselaar, who played tint h A TO
Ph°n6 bitching me out for not bein
"Zack" on TV's "Saved by the Bell," there at^Tm'l ket
1 agreed to throw on som
and Tom Everett Scott, who was "Drermv eavt'rna«t- S 2?
.X'
east-coast clothes and drag my ass over to Grace Covell.
urn
"Shades" in "That Thing You Do " I
r80t t0 Grace' 1 filled out a few forms, so I could get paid an
also met MTV's Chris Conneily, thP
then.went
over to wardrobe. The people at wardrobe have got to be th
who was there to interview the
ost anal, irritable and bitchy people I have ever met. I don't knoi
see Movie page 15
see Extra page 1

My life as an extra

believe me, we would have done it dorrr
When those people were here «,
going to school was no walk in the tl
park.
*
In fact, every time you tried to
walk around the set to get to class,
they would throw you a "screw
ball" and tell you to go another
way, so they can film.
Speaking of baseball, how about
Mr. En Fuego himself? You know,
the guy who, whenever he is on
the mound, throws like a hundred i!
miles an hour?
Well, here is some inside news.
Dan Reichert's catcher now has to
use a special protocol-type mitt
that has shock absorbers sewed
inside the padding, in order to
catch all the fastballs that Reichert
throws. Look for this pitcher to get
drafted in June by some lucky
major league team.
Intramural Softball has come to
an end. It is amazing to me just
how seriously some of the other
teams take the game; I reiterate—
GAME, so seriously.
This one guy on the Pharm
Doggies made an issue for twenty
minutes about how my team's out
field was inappropriate—it consist
ed of guys. Ooooh...slap my team
on the wrist.
But, we won the game 7-6 any
way. After all, it would have been
pointless to have lost to a bunch o
inferior whiners....er, players.
Turning to the academic side
ife, finals are just around the c
ner. Unfortunate, huh? Wouldn
be
really
cool
if
K
professors...nah, it won't happe •
We have three weeks of sc
eft. I can't believe how faB >
:feshman year is going. B
,,
me feel better about my «
though; since I will be here o ^
years (I am a biology majo <
east
years. p f ]J %
i O L it
I t will
W i l l be
Dt a
U fast five
-'
Going back to last week s p P '.£
would like to commen ^
.
DeWees' article entitled
.j
Don't Kill People, Pe0pl.eth yj'
eople." I absolutely agree w
n

see Fresh pa?"
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A case of mistaken identity

mWATHAN HIRSrHRFTM
[ONATHAN
HIRSCHBEIN
pocifican staff writer

I came very close to dying tonight.
U school, there's an on-going "con
spiracy" (as the president probably
calls it) where at the extreme hours of
the night, some anonymous hand
>Uf. pulls down the fire alarm, which in
turn lifts our University sophisticates
im|iR.As) from their parental slumber, so
*" they can rap their knobby little hands
across the dorm room doors, and
I remove the dead-in-sleep residents
8lo| from their rooms like you would
.^jthpaste from the sink.
^ It's funny now that I don't live in
the dorms anymore, 'cause when
these alarms are yanked by hands fol
lowing this annoying tradition, of
course the fire department has to
attend the party of a few hundred
i!i hung-over kids, pissed off and just
wanting to nod out in peace.
Some are in their robes, hastily
donned after a surprise shower inter
ruption—Others angry at the inter

:
r
.
vening of a get-on with a plastered
girl they could never get in the sack
had she not been blind by a few
legions of tequila shots.
Although now, after realizing that
these alarms are only pranks, the fire
fighters take their time at ease in get
ting to the dorms. And as long as they
take,...the kids gotta wait and shiver
in the nipply cold.
Well tonight, around 2 o'clock, 1
believe,...I was walkin' around cam
pus in the fashion of a new fly mask I
had just picked up last Halloween.
Coincidentally, just as I was passing
the freshmen dorms, the blare of the
fire alarm sounded off. The wail
echoed in n' out-of the rubber mask
that covered my head.
1
stood
there
for
a
moment...alarmed, as well. 1 could
hear all the "Oh fuck"s and "Oh
shit
through the open windows
above and around me. Then, just
behind me, I hear the always feared
and thought instigating words,
"THERE HE IS!"

*

It was about a twelve pack of huns
from the football team...with one
giant mammal pointing his three foot
finger directly at me and yelling it
again, "THERE HE IS!"
They started charging towards
me,...and it was the first time I had a
direct insight of what it would be like
at the scene of those idiots in Mexico
that think it's "fun" to let loose twen
ty bulls onto the city and run for their
lives.
Mind you, 1 can understand why a
little guy wearing a fly mask and an
army jacket may be looked at as a fire
alarm assailant; but really the only
thought running through my head
was to 'run like mad.'
I ran. 1 ran. And I ran. My adrena
line pumped legs carried me like
someone had just shoved rocket fuel
up my ass. I made my way to the
bushes and dove in a la Vietnam style,
and realized quick that they didn't see
me.
The fire department came and
went, and I watched from the scratch

ing bushes. I watched the monsters
patrolling the small area they had
spotted me in, and talking with foam
on their lips. I suppose 1 could have
shed my disguise and walked right by
them without them even know
ing,...but truth is, 1 was enjoying the
game.
As the flood of angry students
marched in, 1 dashed from the bush
es, past the enemy, and through the
open doorway. I heard someone yell,
"HEY!" and another voice, "I SEE
HIM!" when I hopped up the stairs...2
by 2...and scrambled to my friend,
Emma's room (as I know she always
sleeps through the fire drills).
Knocking on her door hard and fast
as a woodpecker, I finally woke her
up. Emma's drunk ass pulled the door
open, and before she could say a
word:
I slid inside...Slammed the door
shut...and locked it.
Then went to sleep myself.

\

ior and Loathing in Stockton
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Revenge on the movie makers

J RYAN HARSCH
Pacifican staff writer

Everybody, everybody everywhere,
has their own movie going, their own
' J scenario, and everybody is acting out
their movie like madTom Wolfe
The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test
The on-location "Dead Man on
pus" filming scene, here at this
ool, is so strange and surreal. I
ed out one night, needing air to
-ter through my clogged head, and
w artificial suns everywhere.
Hollywood lights were casting a
ight tranquilizing glow, like beams
'ni a cinematic flying saucer; TAKE
" TO YOUR LEADER! And everyere I looked I saw probing cameras,
doms on bicycles, roving golf
s, headsets, security guards...
The aliens have landed.
I remember when it all started. I
d about the casting call and I
ew I had to be in the movie. I had
ons of swimming pools and movie
• I dressed in my Sunday best, had
I' smoke, and dove right in, without

looking up or down.
"Next?"
"Hello. I am here to audition for
the part of Drunk Frat Boy Number 3.
Today, I will deliver a piece from
Martin Scorsese's film, 'Taxi Driver'..."
A pug-faced hotshot asshole type
regarded me as if I were a slab of
moldy cheese.
"Thank you very much. Don't call
us, we'll call you. Next, please."
I didn't get the part. Those bastards,
I thought.
Filming began a few weeks later,
and I saw my chance at revenge late
one night, walking by a monstrous
table of catered food. I grubbed up
everything in sight, and what I didn't
eat, I stuffed in my pockets for a
future time when the munchies
would set in. Revenge is sweet.
Revenge is a cinnamon roll on a table
full of catered food.
A few nights later, they were at it
again, this time just yards from my
dorm room window, and I assembled
an army of eager and willing volun
teer noise-makers...Kamal,- Mo-Mo,
Cuneo, Luceti, Nate. We played music

as loud as we could, with the bass up
high as a kite. I brought out my guitar
and unleashed a scorching sonic feed
back squeal for at least five minutes.
Jimi Hendrix would have been proud.
We posed for pictures in the midst of
all the filming; sometimes you just
have to take their game and turn it
against them.
The evening ended with an egg and
two yogurts being launched from a
high vantage point. They exploded
like napalm against the concrete.
After rapping out with several
assorted characters, since then I've
found that everyone has become sick
and tired of this movie bullshit. You
can't park here, you can't walk there,
slow down and be quiet, etc... But
"Dead Man on Campus" will proba
bly be a dud, a wet cherry bomb
flushed down the toilet. And some
times you just have to transcend the
bullshit, live out your own movie,
because that one is better than any
thing projected on a silver soeen.
That's all I have to say about that.
Keep on rocking in the free world,
people.

of guns, you are more than
wrong...you are off in your own
world. The only way to control
crime in this country is to have a
harsher and faster justice system.
When I first came to the
Pacifican, I was told that an article

written through the eyes of a fresh
man about no particular subject
every week would flop.
I was told that no one would
read it because it was an article
about nothing, and that I would be
out of a job.

hesh
<totinued from page 12
J^Wees. The gun's bullet may kill
victim, but it is the person
°'ding the gun that pulls the trigI So, if you are one of those people
"at believe the rate of crime can
15 reduced by controlling the sale

%h
JLJx

\
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Secret Marriage"

THE PACIFICAN
The UOP opera will be present
ing the delightful Mozartian
opera, "The Secret Marriage," by
Domencio Cimarosa, April 30
and May 1, at the Faye Spanos
Concert Hall at 8 p.m.
This charming melodic come
dy, which is based on David
Garrick's the comedy of Manners
play, "The Clandestine Marriage,"
is the story of a well-to-do English
gentry family. The father, Mr.
Grumblemore, wishes to align
himself to nobility, so he arranges
a marriage between his eldest
daughter, Elizabeth, and the
Count Robinson.
When the Count comes, he
falls for the younger daughter,
Carolina, who is secretly married
to her father's valet, John
Lovewell. Thus begins the com
plications of
"The Secret
Marriage."
Tickets are available through
the Conservatory Office at 53.00
for the public and free admission
for UOP students. For more infor
mation, call 946-2415.
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Provost gives high marks to interships
Gilbertson pushes on the job training
NAGAT ELTAREB
Pacifican guest writer
As an English professor, Provost
Dr. Philip Gilbertson admits that
he never understood the impor
tance of internships. It was only
after he became a dean that he
fully appreciated this academic
experience.
That is why, upon arriving at
UOP, he was so pleased to find that
internships have such a prominent
position here on campus. This pri
ority could clearly be seen last year
when the Institutional Priorities
Committee met to discuss the
future of UOP.
Gilbertson was delighted when
everyone unanimously agreed that
the University should require that
all students participate in some
type of internship or work-based
learning. By making this a condi-

plexity, challenges, and discipline
involved.
Finally, Gilbertson commented
that internships enable a student
to envision pursuing that specific
job as a vocation. Not only can an
internship be a springboard to a
job placement, he said, but it also
allows a student to decide if that is
really his/her career aspiration.
Overall, Gilbertson stressed that
"an internship is a learning experi
ence. That's why I value it so
much!"
For more information about
internships, contact Linda Johnson
or Jody Smith at the Co
op/Internship Office on the 2nd
floor of McConchie Hall—94622 73.

1JUVUOL XV/. X IUUJS

"It shows that we value
the relationship learning
has to the practical
world. It is a way to
prepare practitioners, not
just abstract thinkers."
-Provost Philip
Cibertson
tion, Gilbertson stated, internships
become an integral part of the
thinking of the University.
"It shows that we value the rela
tionship learning has to the practicaT world. It is a way to prepare
practitioners, not just abstract
thinkers."
As the Vision Statement says,
"Pacific will become a national
leader in the creative use of intern
ships."
Besides the value that it has for
the University, Gilbertson cites
three ways an internship can bene
fit a student. The first involves "the
student's understanding of the
connection between learning,
whether it be theoretical or part of
the classroom or laboratory, and
the public environment...There's a
dialectical relationship that exists
between ideas and theories and
human affairs," he said.
Secondly, Gilbertson feels that
"internships are helpful in matur
ing students to be responsible
adults."
He explained that, many times,
students have unrealistic expecta
tions of the workplace and this
opportunity provides them the
chance to see the reality—the com-
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Applications available at ASUOP. Due date to apply is May
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from page 12

actly what it is that makes them
that their job is so damn
jjportant that they can be rude to
^ryone who steps foot in their
jailer, but ladies, I think I can
.peak for all of the extras when 1
say, take a couple of Midol and
jghten the f... up.
JLuckily, I had done a good job of
jressing the preppy east coast part,
I only had to trouble the evil
(fardrobe lady for a jacket. From
[ere, I made my way over to the
on Knoles Lawn. As soon as I
it there, 1 was chosen to be in the
t scene.
was part of the background
ihind Zack Morris (I know it's not
is real name) as he sat in his lawn
air. Luckily, I walked close
^ lough to the camera that I got my
Cw^fcce in the shot. Hopefully, there
ill be a good enough view of me
read my lips, because the whole
ime 1 was walking, I was mouthing
lie words, "This movie sucks."
Fraternity circle becomes a movie set for Paramount
As I walked by, over and over
igain, I could hear the actors' lines, my 1 o'clock class.
think I'm the first person to ever
low, I had a feeling that this movie
After listening to Professor Lee walk in to a Senate meeting with a
fas going to suck as soon as I heard talk about the wonderful world of beer and a squirt gun. In the mid
(starred Zack Morris, but these stock options for 2 hours, I was dle of my speech to the Senate, I
eeiings were more than confirmed ready to be a movie star again. Just was given a note that said, "Get
s a walked by and got my first my luck, as soon as I walked back to over to the set!!!!". Apparently, the
aste of the script. "What's your the set, they were picking extras for director was so adamant about hav
aajor?" "Genitology...it's like palm the next scene.
ing a squirt gun in the scene, he
eading. I can tell people's future
I was promptly handed a Kappa refused to shoot without me.
ust by looking at their genitals." Is Omega t-shirt and was told where
By the time 1 got there, it was too
tot quality writing, or what? So, to stand. This scene had no stars, late, and they decided to move
Iter about two hours of walking just a big open shot of Knoles Lawn filming over to Archania. I didn't
1 he same 20 steps again and again,
with people doing everyday things look enough like a frat-boy to be
earing a winter coat in summer like playing soccer, studying on the picked for the scenes at Archania,
• 'eather, I said to hell with this, grass, playing frisbee...(just what so I was told I was done for the day.
lad went to Archania for lunch.
we do, everyday at UOP) I was As cool as I looked in my gray
When I got back, they were just given a very important part. It was Kappa Omega t-shirt, I decided to
fit to film the same scene from my job to run around squirting take it off and hand it in to
le
opposite direction. Even people with a Super Soaker (just wardrobe. The friendly people from
lough I wasn't supposed to be in
like I do, everyday at UOP).
wardrobe were just too damn busy
shot, my girlfriend was, so I
Hours went by, we rehearsed standing around to go get my
fit over and stood with her and until it hurt, but still there was no voucher (which I needed to get
'Id the guy that we were supposed sign of the director, let alone a cam paid) so I was told to just hang on
1 be in it together. Once again, I
era. So, I decided to take a break to the shirt, chill out, and wait
Pt to walk right behind the actors, and go grab a beer at Archania.
until filming was over. So, I shoved
When I got there, I realized that I the shirt in to my back pack and
h basically, I'm in the same scene,
' alking in two different places at was late for my election hearing grabbed another beer.
le same time. When that scene
with the UOP senate, so I bolted
Just then, a very evil looking
",as wrapped, I was pretty damn over to the McCaffery center and woman with a headset walked over
I« of being an extra, so I went to joined the meeting in progress. I to me and asked me what the hell I
;fiink

I

ISIS

Scott Kaufmann

was doing. I told her that I was
done for the day and that I was just
hanging around, waiting for the
scene to be done. She started
screaming at me, demanding her
shirt back, and telling me that I was
fired. Judging by her demeanor, I
immediately assumed this lady was
a wardrobe-hag, but I found out
afterwards she was an associate
director. Apparently, she saw me
stuff the shirt in to my bag and
thought that I was trying to steal
her stylish Kappa Omega sports
wear. Had she been calm and ratio
nal, she would have found out that
I had already tried to turn it in to
wardrobe. But, she chose to rant,
rave, bitch and scream, which
accomplished nothing.
She did get her precious shirt
back, but by this point I really did
n't care what happened, I just
wanted to be done with all of the
Hollywood bullsh.t. I was a little
pissed that I didn't get paid, but I
did get my face in a movie, and
that's all I ever really wanted out of
the whole experience anyway.

from page 12

of the film.
asked to go around. And some
people out of the shot would angrily walk away complain
more challenging than one ing, "I pay $20,000 to go to this
think. "Could I please ask school/' or "This is our school, not
to go around the building" got Paramount's."
What was my response? I just
pretty fast, because I had to
it multiple times. Students grinned and beared it. What could
different reactions to us asking I do?
Yes, I did have my moments on
to take a longer route. Most
were nice, but some got camera, even though you won't see
annoyed!
it on the big screen. They needed a
people would continue to stand-in for one of the actresses, so
through the shot after being they grabbed me. I just stood there

in the hot sun and waited for them
to adjust the camera, while the
actors rested in the shade.
The biggest problem was hearing
all the complaints from my friends
about how the movie ruined the
campus. By the end, I think I was
one of the two students who actu
ally enjoyed having them here.
When the crew packed up and left
last Friday, most students thought,
"good riddance!"
Well, that is basically what I did

on and off for two weeks. Nothing
big, but it was fun to see how the
movie was put together. There is so
much work that goes on behind
the scenes that you wouldn't even
guess. It is unbelievable how much
time and effort is put behind a two
hour movie.
When you see the movie, look
for our names in the credits. It will
be under the title, "Foolish people
that agreed to work long hours for
free!"
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Thursday May 1

The Pacifican staffers are moving
on to bigger and better things so
we need you to take our place. If
you like to write, sell ads, do
graphic design, or just boss peo
ple around, then stay up late on
Tuesday's and work for us!
Positions available* Production
assistants, editors, writers,
photographers, and cartoonists. If
you can and want to do any of
these things, call The Pacifican at

(Campus Events
Lifelong Learning Class, Art In

Perspective STARTS TODAY.

M
S

Chi Alpha presents Jesus Week

Nooner performs in
McCaffrey Center at noon.

'97:

Academic

Hu,

"135 Pacific Ave Stockton, CA 95207
Phone 477-7043,477-5574

AUOccasions

Graduation

Fraternity
iSorority

&S -202S

Frank Taormina

(209) 4

Committee

meeting
McCaffrey
Conference Room, 3 p.m.

Center

ASVOP Senate weekly meeting,

McCaffrey Center Theatre, 5-7 p.m
Circle K club meeting in George

Wilson Hall 7:30 p.m.

Night Life
UOP Opera Theatre, "The Secret
Marriage" by Dominic Cimarosa
in Faye Spanos Concert Hall at 8
p.m.
Upbeat presents: Sleepless in
Seattle 8 p.m. at the McCaffrey
Center I heater. General Admission
Is $3, $1.50 for seniors and chil
dren under 12. Free to UOP stu
dents.
Fox
Theatre
presents
The
Smothers Brothers and The
Lettermen at 7:30 p.m. at 242 E.
Main Street, Stockton. $25.50 main
floor & lower abd middle bal
conies; $23.50 upper balcony. For
more info (209) 462-2692.

946-2113

towec

Affairs

The Gallery Gifts & Things

for the- thvn#y you,just coev't fievci cuiywhe*veise>

SALE

M {-uchcU fi-UMU

- TUupl,

£ TfUte

Located on Miracle Mile at 1 8 4 9 P a c i f i c A v e . 9 3 7 - 2 9 9 1

ress
2x6 (Lf,

1461 March Lane, Stockton
209-952-2435

X^rink

Open: Monday-Friday 6 am to 6 pm
Saturday & Sunday 7 am to 4pm

Si .50 Honey Brown Beer

you've tried the rest
now try the best"

Buy one
bagel
get one
FREE

Fresh bagels made from scratch
8 days a week on the premises
Stuffed Bialys from heaven
31 variations of bagels
Full Express Bar
Best Lunch in town

llr call iiprid(, bagrf lours call it luauiif

ficcUts

Monday-Friday
a drinking est.

MONDAY

any draft beer $1.75

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY

$2.00 purple hooters

$2.50 jack oameis

*NEW pool table and 3 NEW dart boards *
6252 PACIFIC AVENUE

the

STOCKTON, CA

95207

CALENDAR
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Lnigi's Two Toppin
Pizza . .$6.75
onion, bell pepper,
tomato, mushroom,
garlic, pineapple,
olive, pepperoni,
ham,
salami,
extra .50 per topping

Basil Burger
w/ chedder or
swiss & fries

S

D l i t * t

a

!«2SSrfl8S0 ssiimoU

DINING ON 1UE IELW
PATIO DINING & GUEST DOCKING!

^KPANDCD MC.NUI
HAPPY HOI/P every day 4:00-6:00
special prices on drinks and
appetizers

LIVE. MUSIC every weekend!
RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE
474-6585
6629 EMBARCADERO DRIVE
AT BEN HOLT DRIVE IN STOCKTON

Monday

bottled beer

Marinated Carved from

the Bone

"Stockton's Best"
Hamburger

Rotisserie Chicken
wich Fresh Herbs

Barbequed Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Oven

(209) 478-6290
2324 Grand Canal Blvd. #4
Stockton, CA 95207
Across from the Hilton entrance

Rotisserie Roasted
Breast of Turkey
Sandwich
Fresh Pacific Red Snapper
fish and Chips

Freshly Steamed
Artichokes

>AN FELIPE
GRILL

Salads

Fresh Squeezed Lemonade
"STOCKTON'S BEST"
EAST FOOD CAFE

STOCKTON'S ONLY

a

463-6415

ATM, VISA, Discover & MnstarCnrd

featuring: Expresso Roma, Berkeley's Best
We only use Pacific Coast NATURAL BEEF and pork...
Their feed is a sweet qranola of com and grains...
The OkHashioned way

Phone Orders: (209) 952-6261
4601 Pacific Avenue
(one block south of March Lane)
We accept ATM, VISA, Discover, k MasterCard

FRESH • NATURAL • NO LARD

Upbeat
Seattle

Visit us for your A/of/lCTS

()fllj (I'ifiS.

Wecarrvl.N I ERN -XTSO^-AL
for all occasions.

tJlnicjue variety
Low, low prices

•

-

Gift World
Weberstown Hall

954-1078

presents: Sleepy

life

8 p.m. at the Mfr! j

is $3, $1.50 for seniors and 7ilheat
dren under 12. Free to UOP 11.50
dents.

Monday Mn^

Night Life

Campus Events
Stress Relief Support Group at
Cowell Health Center 6:30-8
Open Enrollment.
Overcoming Depression SupjpE
Group At the Cowell Health Cel ,
6-7:30 p.m. To register call f fj[
2225.

Saturday May 3

Greek Council Executive io»iif(
weekly meeting, 6 p.m.
il pri

Campus Events

Tuesday May 6

UOP Stadium Relays for runners
ages 13 and older, 9 a.m. at A. A.
Stagg Memorial Stadium. Proceeds
benefit Pacific Women' s Cross
Country team.

id 8

51.5C

Night Life
Pacific Brass Ensembles, S
Perdicaris, Director, in Faye Spa
Concert Hall at 8 p.m.

Lifelong Learning Class, Microsoft
Works for the Macintosh STARTS
TODAY.

Wednesday MfllAi

M1

Campus Life

list t

Lifelong Learning Class, Self
Hypnosis: Tools for Change
STARTS TODAY.

Greek Council Meeting at 8 pu • pj:
McCaffrey
Center Confers , mi
Room.

Off Campus Events

Night Life

Outdoor Trip to Santa Cruz.

|Lif

Petite Play Festival in
Theatre 7 p.m.

Night Life

1612 Pacific Ave.

Drive Thru Espresso

* World's first Oyster Burrlto * Fresh fish Tacos
* Jumbo Garlic Prawns* Rotisseiie Chicken
* Fresh Squeezed Lemonade' Came Asada (grilled steak)
'Carnitas (roast pork)

MECHA:
Cinco
de
Mayo
Celebration in Bechtel Lounge at 6
p.m.

il.5"

Nous Serving

Fresh Deep Fried Blue
Pacific Oysters

WBsL

Night Life

Chi Alpha weekly meeting, in the
McCaffrey Center at 8 p.m.

tOO% Pure Ground Fresh Chuck. All
natural Pacific Coasc Grain Fed Beef

:1

Lunch at the Labyrinth: Bring
your lunch and walk the labyrinth
south of Long Theatre. Informal
sharing. Free and open to all. For
more info 946-2083.

/\ • F
Breast of Chicken Sandwich

after lO pm

'- • i
-"

Lifelong
Learning•
Works- Dr. Gary J?
Anderson Hall 101, 9 a m

"Manny's"

41 YEARS of QUALITY

$1.50

Ii )I

Intramurals: Innertube Water
Polo Play TODAY at Chris Kjeldsen
Pool.

Upbeat presents: Sleepless in
Seattle 8 p.m. at the McCaffrey
Center Theater. General Admission
is $3, $1.50 for seniors and chil
dren under 12. Free to UOP stu
dents.

.$5.75

I

Campus Events

Lifelong Learning: Self u
r
Tools for Change, KnoA^8!
at 9 a.m.
"SlI .fl#

Friday May 2
7

I

€

The,

11.5i

Upbeat presents: Sleepless in
Seattle 8 p.m. at the McCaffrey
Center Theater. General Admission
is $3, $1.50 for seniors and chil
dren under 12. Free to UOP stu
dents.

Thursday.

"

Campus Events

Legal services, offered by A4,
5:30 p.m.- 7:30 p-j^ ollli
*
McCaffrey Center ASUOF ill
Free to students and a $
j
«C
staff and faculty.
iCoi
Global Perspectives presents
Sej
Day

Sunday May 4
Campus Events
Band Concert, Eric Hammer,
Conductor, at 3 p.m. in Faye
Spanos Concert Hall.

For Ad space call
946-2155
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CALENDAR

1997

ht Life
presents: Up Close &
'
b%nal 8 p.m. at the McCaffrev
%r Theater. General Admission
|3, J1 50 foT seniors and chil"W
under 12. Free to UOP stuarv il/V
/ Martjj e.
' y 3.01,

Friday M a y 9

SleePkI [ht Life
f fte Mo
at presents: Up Close &
inefal!Ad
t ml 8 p.m. at the McCaffrey
eniors
iter Theater. General Admission
•ee tc ujj' , $1-50 for seniors and chilunder 12. Free to UOP stuits.

rf Group at
ter 8:.V

'Model open daily
'Unique 1,2, & 3
bedrooms
'Pork-likesetting

tONATURE
-----e

N T*

2540 Pacific Avenue
Suite 1
Stockton. CA 95204

'fireplaces

Best Value!
Best Location!!

'Pool/Spa

4718 rff

Ru" APflrtments

4/58 Grouse Run Drivp

iral Concert, Edward Cetto
ctor in Faye Spanos Concert
at 8 p.m.

PHOTOGRAPHY

tono> n57_57]Q

'udlucMa+i PoApuui Px
"529-98, $39.98^nd$45F98'^i
CALL NOW! 469-2448

The Pacifican
doesn't just need
ads... The Pacifican
needs an ad staff. I f
you're interested
call 946-21 IS.

JOIN THE TEAM!

MAKE A DIFFERENCE...

Saturday M a y i n

mfr-Learning
Events

Class, Short
Ties of the World STARTS
BAY.
ufrvf M.. ¥.,
n. lhtL,fe
fmt presents: Up Close &
IcHrt8 p m- at the McCaffrey
fer Theater. General Admission
13, $1.50 for seniors and chil
li under 12. Free to UOP stuibles, Si (5_
ster call

A".{J
^ ti
i jOD
; g s

FOR ASUOP

jl

'Shutents

Smdrtm"

Cabinet Positioned

Attorney General

Sunday May 11
feij

Apply TODAY

Aum inli'il .Suah tm

Treasurer

pus Events

lerson Y's annual Strawberry
8 a m " i n the
if
8 Room. Call 946' 'or more info.

Public Affairs Commissioner

it Life

aSS"A,,airs a"d

s: tp close &
"4LipRPT"'
m- at the
McCaffrey
8

si cfr' General Admission
' »E50 for seniors and chiler 12. Free to UOP stu-

3

Student Involvement Commissioner
Programming Commissioner
Cultural Affairs Commissioner

"tory Woodwind Faculty
Chamber Music at Faye
L°ncert Hall, 8 p.m.

Leadership
Opportunity
Money

msday May 1 a
[Campus Events

• "RrUi'<ia^ue °f Stocktonpreknn r!t Crown in Crisis" at
Civic Theatre. Coffee
?lcs,at9:30 a m & s eaker a
k"at"in ' "
P
L «y
a m- Luncheon folc ®
Wein# kton Country Club
lrtfo call 463-4 709 or 465-

<»*&

Application Deadline May 8, 5:00 PM, ASUOP Office

fy/j

*******edf

Applications Available in ASUOP
^

12 S'.iSSES
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946-2)1

Safeco corporation is a Fortune 500 Norwest Financial is now
financial services company, with June graduates for a paid i
emphasis in the insurance industry. $10/hour. Candidates interest^
$1000's possible reading books. Part It annually offers salaried intern career in consumer finance
:
time. At home. Toll free 1-800-218- ships as well as scholarships to qual contact Barry Blum at
(209)I
9000 Ext. R-8700 for listings.
ified candidates. The summer 9864.
poof'
internships focuses on providing
$1000's possible typing. Part time. opportunities to learn about insur Community Wide Web of st0f, k
At home. Toll free 1-800-218-9000 ance claims, underwriting, loss con seeks Technical Support AsSfc*
trol, marketing, and soon after. For with computer knowledge int! f
Ext. T-8700 for listings.
additional information, visit 2nd experience and good ph0ne J
floor McConchie Hall, or call 946Film production, talent mgmt., 2361. The Safeco contact is: Greg Flexible hours. 15 hours/* >
internships available. Call CRE Smith, 3000 Executive Parkway, $6/hour. Contact Jim Davis nrr "
at 473-5950.
ATIVE ARTISTS MANAGEMENT at Suite 300, San Ramon, CA 94583,
If
1-800-401-0545.
(510) 277-8600 or FAX 277-8636.
siiita'
Washer/Dryer $175 & $100 apj
[in ba:
Summer Employment: High Sierra Governor's Office of Planning and Also Fridgerator $200. Call
Resort is hiring for all or part of the Research seeks candidates for 9212.
acks;
summer. Salary and room and Summer interns. Information avail
|treat
board. Call 1-916-676-1370.
able in Career Services. Address Enterprise Rent-A-Car seeks (acci
questions and applications to the candidates all semesters in v< ice,"
,a
Looking for experienced full-time Internship Coordinator, Governor s locations. In Stockton, SAL jSoci
babysitter to care for my infant in Office of Planning and Research, NorCal contact Marylou Previ ies
my home. References required. Call 1400 10th Street, SAC 95814 (916) 4732 Auburn Blvd., SAC 9!
(916) 349-8000 or FAX 349- bers
322-0681.
952-6302.
For Concord, SF, or Bay Area, •cal
Bonnie, 2550 Monument B1 Stop!
Summer jobs! Roughing It Day Inreach Internet Communications Concord 94524, (510) 609-69L late
Camp-SF Bay Area, hiring full sea has various technical, non-techni
Imin
son: group counselors and teachers: cal, marketing, writing and other
Center
lip!
horseback riding, swimming, fish part-time projects and positions. Tutorial
Microeconomics
and
Business
tsli
Contact
David
Daskin,
4202
ing, canoeing, rowing, crafts, sports,
tutors.
Contact
Howard
Hav
|
Ik
Coronado
Ave.,
Stockton
95204,
mt.
biking,
rock
climbing.
con
946-3219.
Refs/Exper/Excel DMV. Call 510- (209) 944-1983, or FAX 944-1987.
283-3795.

PART-TIME JOBS

FOR SALE
9x9 Area rug. Cool blue/grey color,
high quality, plush carpet. We paid
$150, are asking $100 or b/o. Call
462-5665.
Embarcadero Cove, lake view,
$137,950. Luxury 2 bdrm., 2 bath
condo, plus den, fireplace, wetbar, 2
car garage, large courtyard and new
roof. Call Andy at 477-6133 or 4729955.
Gov't foreclosed homes from pen
nies on $1. Delinquent tax, Repos,
REO's. Your area. Toll free 1-800-2189000 Ext. H-8700 for current list
ings.
Seized cars from $175. Porsches,
Cadillacs,
Chevy's,
BMW's,
Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your
area. Toll free 1-800-218-9000 Ext.
A-8700 for current listings.

FOR RENT
Share 4 bdrm. house in North
Stockton. Furnished rooms. Full
privileges. Rooms are $375 and
$400, utilities included. Call 9529400 or 477-0583.

£<
0

EUROPE $269
I

fransportcn

COCGDN

•

Caribbean $249 r/t - Mexico $209. r/t

Slattu Q lienfe/onyc

San Francisco
San Jose
Sacramento
Oakland
AIRPORTS

taresWorld^

Owner/Stylist

| (209) 952-8663

Call For A Quote
Very Reasonable Rates

KAWELL
•

DONNA

*

KAWELL

WE'VE STARTED OUR WAITING LIST
RESERVE YOUR APARTMENT
FOR SUMMER & FALL NOW!!!

2 EJedrooms (Both are Large)
2 Laundry Rooms
2 Pools
Central Heat and Air

Hill STORAGE
With t h i s ad and student ID
5x6=$15.00 S 5x10=$23.00

r

est pending

Pacific Commons Apte.

I

(209) 466-7997
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
2055 North West Lane, Stockton, CA 95205

http://www.airhitch.org
AIRHITCH® 415-834-9192

specializing in
haircut, color, ntcaves &• perms

(209) 957-2827

1
L

Clip thiscoupon and get1/2 off app. fee
Coupon Expires 7/5/97
'Call for details/some restrictions apply
—

—

—

—

—

—

T-SHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS,MU^
PENS, KEYCHAINS, &

836 W. Benjamin Holt Dr.
Stockton. CA 95)07 |

anoL other trcMjportzUUyrv needt

WAYNE

Within USA $79 - $129

—

—

—

—

—

T E A M LEGEND
SCRCENPRINIIN

—

—

—

—

S

A

L

»»

inc

'"

JOIN US AT OUR ZVFWtdWT

4627 E.

FREMONT STOCKTO

QflQMRQ.9i74 FAX-203/*—

O

NEW STUDENT

N

f)VKV0
1465 West March Lane
Stockton, CA 95207
(209) 952-7286 95-BRAVO

DENTALPLA JI

No charge for diagnosis and*
on|y$5700pen

Save money and your teeth!
Call for brochunMffl®

—

Students get'

4137 North El Dorado
Stockton.California 95206
(209) 465-6048

The Personal Touch
Embroidery
Screenprinting
Fraternity Lettering

Your
Garments
or ours

Specializing in Garment Lettering of All Types

D.A. Hermann
Joyful Photography

• Weddings
• Portraits
• Special Events
(209) 529-6654
bermann

carthlink.net

>11

Nld RIVER RECRERTION
WHITEWATER RAFTING TRIPS
CALL 1-800-333-7238

s%t

j

) r Tv*

PORT'
^|btosdisa^Mrmg in pro baseball
|e Pacifican

began to come together after 1976

^SOs^AfteT^Ss"'he^Vere
As major league baseball opens
d season dedicated to Jackie has been no difference between the
^ Vinson are black players - par- batting aver
of white and black
st mlarly those below star status - outfielders Phillirw ii ar !
(J|
discriminated against?
Sers as we IV hi f ,
„ A University of the Pacific sociol- when he compares averages
list's ongoing study of bias in
The latest results of Phillips'
orts finds that equality in player
study will be published later this
presentation is slowly coming
year in the journal Sociological
W lie in baseball, position by posi- Focus.
V
Phillips attributes the change in
Blacks and white outfielders are hiring practices to free agency.
->iv treated equally - they are
"When you are paying players 22
lt(| red according to performance,
times what you were 20 years ago,
trace," said UOP Professor John your profit margin is cut down,
illips, author of the 1993 book, and you expect performance out of
le Sociology of Sport," which marginal players," Phillips said. "A
esses racism in sports. "The team simply can't afford to dis
ibers are slower to change in criminate." Phillips said the aver
so-called leadership positions - age player's pay in 1976 was
irtstops are equaling out, but $51,000, compared to $1.13 mil
i ere are still far fewer black catch- lion in 1995.
_ sthan you would expect in a 'no
However, Phillips added, "This
icrimination' situation."
shouldn't belittle the fact that
Phillips has compared all major major league baseball, and espe
' igue slugging averages of whites cially certain cities, have become
» id blacks who play a common good models of workplace diversi
isition from the 1960s to the ty."
190s. Slugging average, which
Phillips said the pattern of base
iphasizes extra-base hits, is con- ball position integration - starting
ired a better measure of offen- with the outfield and ending with
performance.
catchers - reveals another form of
'hillips said comparing slugging bias. "There is a clear pattern of
erages by position reveals dis- black representation by position,
tination against black players and the positions that are the lead
larginal ability. In other words, ers on the field, such as shortstop
n teams hired only star black and catcher, have been the last to
'yers, and backed them up with have substantial numbers of
tond-line white players, slugging blacks. For example, in 1976 there
'rages diverged by race, which were only two black shortstops in
clearly the case when the color the major leagues. By 1988 there
was first broken.
were eight."
'hillips said slugging averages
Phillips said the bias makes sense
white and black outfielders only in terms of prejudice, and not
the judging of nat
ural ability; the
positions blacks
first occupied outfield, then first
and third base,
then second
require
varying
physical skills.
The numbers of
white and black
players by position
were
different
when the color
line was first bro
ken in the late
1940s and 1950s,
Phillips
said,
because many of
the black players
who came out of
the Negro Leagues
played leadership
positions. "Since
the earliest days of
Scott Kaufmann
black participation
Phillips, head of the sociology departmejrt at UOP.
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in major league baseball, black mance between black and white
catchers have been rare," Phillips players disappeared in the 1970s.
said. "Baseballs fans will recall Roy He said hiring bias in professional
Campanella and Elston Howard, football, which uses many situa
great black catchers of the 1950s, tional player substitutions, has
but blacks have been nearly absent been difficult to calculate.
from that position in recent
Baseball has planned a number a
decades. Only two blacks catchers, salutes this season to Hall of Famer
Charles Johnson and Leonard Jackie Robinson, who joined the
Webster, were on rosters in 1995, Brooklyn Dodgers 50 years ago and
compared to 50 white catchers and was the first black to play in the
nine Latin American catchers."
major leagues. Players are wearing
Phillips said a similar pattern of arm patches titled "Breaking
white and black bias existed in the Barriers," and President Clinton
National Basketball Association, noted the anniversary on baseball's
but the discrepancy in perfor opening day, April 15.

jbOcount 9ce. Skatina
at tke, Oak Polk 9ce /Jiena
This coupon, when presented at the OAK PARK ICE
ARENA, is good only for Public Sessions when no other
promotions are in session for ONE FREE ADMISSION
IiVITH ONE PAID ADMISSION.

Signed.
participant

One coupon per customer. Skate rental: $1.50
CITY OF STOCKTON PARKS AND RECREATION

3545 Alvarado Street in Oak Park Phone (209) 937-7432

JSF

UNIVERSITY of
SAN FRANCISCO

School of Education

IN SACRAMENTO

Graduating? Congratulations!
Now What?
We offer accelerated graduate programs in Sacramento to make you more
marketable in today's increasingly competitive community.

M.A. in Counseling
with an emphasis in Marriage, Family & Child Counseling
cducaoonrd acquirement* fct l*or*suie ** tn MFCGmaflfce fcv the BBS.
Meet*
He fhwfcmwm Oxk- Sett** 4H90 5?

M J L in IME
International & Multicultural Education

Call or visit our Central Valley Campus to
learn more about our programs
1485 Response Road, Sacramento
Please call (916) 920-4524

Uns and downs on the diamond this season

Tiaers hope far playoffs after three home losses and a win last weekend
—"

"

"

and positive.
"In my five years with the program
we have never been in the position
With the season winding down the we are now," said head coach Brian
UOP softball team must crank it up in Kolze. "We as coaches have to keep
order to keep focused on the goals even heads, if we lose our cool then
that will keep them in close con the players will also."
Sophomore outfielder Michele
tention for the playoff race.
Cordes
said, "We have a good team.
The team did not help its chances
any with three losses and one win at In order to make playoffs our talent
Simoni Field last weekend. The Tigers needs to perform as one. We're just
took one from New Mexico State trying to play one game at a time and
behind the pitching of Melissa- not think about the postseason.
The women's softball team started
Bautista on Saturday 6-2. They also
dropped two to Cal State Northridge the season in dominant position
defeating most of their opponents.
by scores of 5-2 and 9-0.
With only two games left (at home Since that time it has been on a rollerthis Saturday at noon) in the regular coaster ride of trying to shave off their
season UOP displays a winning record inconsistencies and get themselves
of 30-23, higher than that of last back on top. The playoff race is tight,
years, and have a chance of making but is still up for grabs.
"We're happy with our season. We
the playoffs for the Big West
Conference, which has not been done hit a dry spell, but we are doing a lit
tle better," said Kolze. "We know our
in 14 years.
With the end in sight the team's potential, we haven't played bad, but
objective of postseason play are clear we haven't played great."

JEFF STIFF
Pacifican guest writer

PitrHpr Brandee
Rrandee McArthur (who
Pitcher
returned from a rotator cuff injury
this weekend to pitch three and twothirds innings) agrees, "We started off
strong, now we just have to remem
ber what it was like in the beginning
of the season. In order to win we just
have to come together and be stars,
and play like we know how."
Although their wins trickled as the
season grew older, at the moment the
team is not ranked nationally, their
morale is high, and each member
remains confident and laugh at those
who consider them to be the under
dogs.
"We'd just assume to go to the
postseason and not be ranked.
Rankings don't mean a thing," said
Kolze.
"If our team plays for each other
and has fun, then we can win any
game," said third baseman Melissa
Miller
"I like it that other teams don't
expect us to beat them, it just makes

Scott
xoniK,

Melissa Bautista on the mound

it that much sweeter when we <k At spot
said McArthur. "There's no doubt ibasem
my mind that we can beat any teai aer wen

Women's Tennis

Tigers stumble at Big West tourney
Sixth Place Finish Concludes 1997 Campaign
MIKE DALGETY
Pacifican guest writer
After winning six of their last
eight dual matches, in preparation
for the 1997 Big West Conference
Women's Tennis Tournament, the
Tigers dropped two of three match
es at the weekend event en route to
a sixth place finish.
Having received a first-round
bye, as the tournament's fourthseed, the Tigers dropped a 5-4
thriller to fifth-seed Nevada, Friday
afternoon. Bente Grina, Tanya
O'Neil, Marcela Sanchez, and
Kendra Lamb posted singles victo
ries for Pacific, but Nevada swept
the three doubles matches to earn a
trip to the tournament semifinals.
With the score in the match knot
ted at 4-4, Nevada pulled off a
marathon 9-8 win in the number
three doubles match to seal the
win.
The Tigers bounced back,
Saturday afternoon, posting a 5-2
victory over ninth-seed UC Santa
Barbara in the fifth-place consola
tion bracket. Grina, O'Neil,
Sanchez, and Dina Dajani recorded
singles wins, while the doubles tan
dem of Lamb and Sanchez earned
the match-deciding fifth point
with a doubles victory.
In Sunday's fifth-place match,
the Tigers failed to overcome a 4-2

Kendra Lamb returns the volley.
deficit after singles competition,
and fell to third-seed New Mexico
State 5-2.
"We needed to come out of the
singles matches, 3-3, to have a
chance in doubles," said Head
Coach Maria Mendez. "Marcela (30) had a great tournament. Overall,
the effort was there. I was happy
with our effort and attitude. We
just came up short."
The young Tigers, who graduate
only one senior (O'Neil) this sea-

Marcela Sanchez prepares for the forehand smash.
sing'esj"J
son, look to return with great and Lamb (12-19 at #
"Hnnpfullv.
re pTa/a''
ca" 'd
Hopefully, II can
depth and motivation next year.
who
can
come
in
an
v -The,
Returning for the Tigers in 1998
as
Tanya,"
said
Men
vvilj A&&
are: Grina (15-16 in 1997 at #1 sin
thou
|?'d vear°feN
gles), Mari Maattanen (18-13 at #2 of the team,
benefit
from
an
adde
singles), Dajani (20-12 at #4 sin
gles), Sanchez (17-16 at #5 singles), rience.

kite

&
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K-jfican staff writer
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Men's Lacrosse
Home doesn't help
Bill Simoni Field has been harsh on
he women's Softball team. The Tigers
°* three ou, of four

Three UOP players help
North All-Stars to victory

wrapup
B we near the end of the semeswhiehSJ? S"aight tfomestand
in
"the collegiate sports are begin- which
they went l-for-4. Ouch1
to wrap up, as well. Men's volMcArthur's return
RYAN HARSCH
Lacrosse team, showing themselves
women's water polo,
After being out for three weeks Pacifican staff writer
as strong players and team leaders.
jse, and tennis are all finished
ahStrained r°tat0r Cuff' Brandee
Junior defenseman Stiff proved to
baseball and Softball are draw- McArt
McArthur returned to the mound
The best of the best from the
be a veritable force and a vital
to a close...
She pitched three and two-thirds UOP Men's Lacrosse team were rep
player for the Tigers.
janturals interest
innings and gave up two earned runs resented on Saturday, April 26, at
Junior attackman Dan Hazlett
itramurals are often overiv e hits walked one and struck out the League All-Star game in San
scored fifteen goals and eight
ted and that is why
three...
Diego.
assists for the season, while fresh
I have a feature
Junior defenseman Jeff Stiff,
Near no-sliow at the poll
man attackman Jacobs had an
itramural softOnly two people par freshman attackman David Jacobs, impressive season total of twenty
for next week,
ticipated in last week's and junior attackman Dan Hazlett goals and eight assists. Both set a
sk for it...
Pacifican sport's poll, were chosen from UOP to play in team record, becoming the highest
m inflation
further proving how the game. Due to unforeseen cir scorers for the Men's Lacrosse team
tseball players
apathetic the students cumstances, however, Hazlett was in five years.
reeling after
of this campus are. Did unable to make the trip down to
Jacobs also set a record of his
ig two out of
I say apathetic? I meant San Diego. So Jacobs, Stiff, and own at the All-Star game, being one
last weekend
pathetic.
Students Assistant Coach Andy Snaider of only three freshman players on
UCSB.
The
here are too half-ass trucked it on down south to duke it the North division team.
:hos racked up
about supporting the out with some of the best lacrosse
"All of these players had an out
runs to the
sport's teams at games, players in California.
standing and amazing season,"
eers 18. Ouch!...
In a civil war of sorts, North commented
too.
Assistant
Coach
:e| Bright spot
played South in the All-Star game. Snaider. "We look forward to hav
Track team?
uttfi First baseman Jason
Why is there no track team North schooled their opponent, ing the three of them back next
lea rhauer went 5-for-7 in
at UOP? I read some old with a final score of 13-5. Although season to help lead us to team vic
: UCSB series with four
Pacific Weekly's that said we neither Jacobs nor Stiff scored in tories."
isand six RBI...
used to have a track team. Where the game, both players gave their
For any information on playing
kog update
did it go? Did it suffer the same fate as all, proving to be undoubtedly for the UOP Men's Lacrosse team
freshman sensation shortstop football? I know Eric Atkins would worthy of their All-Star status.
next semester, please contact
All three players had a remark Assistant Coach Andy Snaider, at
; rrek "Boog" Walker went home to make a great track athlete...
able season on the UOP Men's 956-3349.
No more "Dead Man"
; Cajon, Ca. on April 8, after sur__ ;i"g his near-fatal bout with
Good riddance to the cast and set
ningitis. Walker was hitting .385 of "Dead Man On Campus," the
L 3 homers and 10 RBI. He is offimade-for-TV movie, which finally fin
out for the season and I hope ished shooting. Mark Paul Goselaar
in make a strong comeback next a.k.a. Zack Morris is washed up like
We've separated the good from the bad and the victors from the losers
and now, it's time to slug it out. SOFTBALL PLAYOFFS BEGIN
Sugar Ray Leonard.

Intramural Update
CONGRATULATIONS TO THOSE WHO MADE IT:

PACIFICAN SPORTS POLL
-h week we will ask a sports related question that readers may respond to
mean answer the pool via e-mail at: cc0010@uop.edu or send comments to
racmcan third floor of Hand Hall addressed as Sports Poll.
Vtjgcek s question• Who is the bigger star in professional sports,
Jgr Woods or Michael Jordan?
Styveek's answers•
chael Jordan, you idiot
1 Stringer

has a flair and talent that transcends golf. Jordan and his ball hogging mad
^ssing no-defense playing tongue waving self can demand all he wants.
fr d million, Jordan threatens to leave, and can play however. Tiger has to earn
_ million, by beating the greatest golfers in the world.
Montero
IXiSkJs question: Is attendance at UOP sporting events what it should be
Unit c-^l

/->

Answers must be in by Monday at 3 p.m.

Men's A: CAL RHO, PHI DELTA THETA, ARCHANIA, AND PIKE
Men's B: DA CHAMPIONS, PIKE B, SWINGING AT THE FENCES, NOMO
LOMO GOPHER BALLS
Men's C: MIXED PLATE, PHI DELTA CHI
CO-REC A: PHYSICAL TERRORISTS, BROOKSIDE DRUGSTERS
SHIELDS AND DIAMONDS
COREC B: POWER & GLORY, PHARM DOGS
CO-REC C: REAL POLITIK, STANDARD ERRORS, PHI DELTA CHI,
PRICE HOUSE, JESSIE B„ BALLANTYNE BALL PLAYERS
Women's: DIFFERENT STICKS, DRUG QUEENS
RESULTS FROM Two MAN GOLF SCRAMBLE:
Winners: Keith Korver and Ryan Denham, with a score of 72
Summer's getting close and Stockton's burnin' up!
Throw on your swim suits and jump into a game of INNERTUBE WATERPOLO. Come, check out the competition, while staying cool at Chris
Kjeldsen pool on May 2nd.
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No love at home plate

Gauchos pound tigers in two out of three at Billy Hebert Field
JOSH MONTERO
Pacifican staff writer
Keeping with recent tradition, the Tigers won
the first game of their weekend series, before drop
ping the other two to UC Santa Barbara.
Friday night was a good old fashioned hitter's
battle, and even pitcher Dan Reichert couldn't stop
the rain.
The Tigers, however, managed to hold off the
Gauchos attack to win, 9-8. Providing the offense
& for the Tigers were Jason Vorhauer (2-2, 2b, 4RBI),
Joey Camarata (3-4, 2RBI), and Tye Hanseen (2-3,
RBI, run).
For the Gauchos, Saturday's matinee was simply
batting practice, and the Gauchos were strokin'.
Sanata Barbara racked up 28 hits, 18 runs, a grand
slam, and sent 3 balls toward the
heavens. Trying to provide
some Tiger offense, Jason
Vorhauer went yard, and collect
ed a pair of RBI.
More Santa Barbara slugging,
and some sloppy Tiger
fielding (5 errors for the
game, 9 for the series)
allowed the Gauchos anoth
er 16 runs on Sunday. The Tigers
dropped Sunday's contest by a count of
16-4, and were outscored 42-18 for
the series.
From the plate on Sunday, Eric
Niheu went 2-4, with two doubles
and an RBI. Shane Rooney also went
2-4, and drove home two runners.
This weekend has the Tigers on the
road to take on New Mexico State.

above:

Convention on the mound
above left:
.
Eric Niheu has been a speed demon on tnc
with nine stolen bases for the season.
J.D. Hardcastle got shelled on Sunday as '''
seven earned runs. In a loss to UC Santa 1
scott Kaufmann

Softball story inside: see page 22

